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Howard Finster
Reverend Howard Finster (December 2, 1916 – 

October 22, 2001) is best kjnow for his 
collaborations with the Talking Heads and his Coke 
bottle images. Paradise Gardens are the life works 
of Finster located in Georgia.

 His visionary style was divinely inspired, and his works 
were all a reflection of his faith. He received his first 
vision at three years old and included the images in 
his work.  Howard Finster naive or visionary art 
spark international interest.  His work overlaps 
visonary, naive, folk art, and outsider art.  Finster is 
respected for bringing outsider out to the 
mainstream.  



Sam McMillan
 

Sam "The Dot Man" McMillan (American, 1926-2018) "Horse and Buggy," oil on cedar, 
signed. Size: 44 2/8'' x 17 1/2'', 20



Sam McMillan
Many of McMillan's paintings include what 
one of his sons, Larry, identified as his life 
motto: "If we hold hands, we can't fight." It's 
an optimistic phrase, but not an 
unconsidered one. McMillan felt that there 
was a lot of darkness in the world and a lot of 
work that needed to be done. He did his best 
to do that work, whether it was through his 
art or his involvement in his community.
“See, what it is, somebody has got to get up 
and speak. And it might kill me, it might not 
do anything to me… but if somebody doesn’t 
do something, we’re gone.”



Henry Ford at 3 ½ Years Old



Smithsonian Classification Tagging



    Untitled (Dog Fight with Writing)
Artist Bill Traylor

Date ca. 1939-1940 



Record Specific Detail and Color Palette 



The Small Museums Cataloguing Manual 



Sample Catalog Record



Cataloging Terminology 
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
A unique and permanent number given to each collection item

ITEM TYPE
A one or two word classification of the item in its simplest terms

ITEM NAME
A word or two providing descriptive information

TITLE
The formal title given to the item by its creator

MEDIA
Uploaded digitized images and media files relating to the item and information pertaining to these files

DESCRIPTION
A description of the item that includes all details that cannot be captured by digitization alone

INSCRIPTIONS AND MARKINGS
A verbatim recording of any serial numbers, signatures, text or other inscriptions and markings that are present
on the item, including the details of the placement of the inscription



Cataloging Terminology 
DIMENSIONS
Accurate measurements of the item

PRODUCTION METHODS
The methods and techniques of how the item you are
cataloging was made

MATERIALS
The materials that the item you are cataloging is made or comprised of

CONTEXT OR HISTORICAL INFORMATION
The story of the item, link it to relevant historical events, themes, people if known, or provide contextual information about the item

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
A statement outlining the significance of the item, including why the item is significant and what significance criteria apply



Cataloging Terminology 
KEYWORDS
A set of terms or subjects related to the item you are cataloging: broad thematic terms, alternate spellings, or related people, places and eras

PROVENANCE
Record the creation and events that have occurred during the life of the item you are cataloging

CREATOR/MAKER’S DETAILS
The creator’s name and any other relevant details

WHERE CREATED/MADE
The place of manufacture or creation if it is known

WHEN MADE
The date the item was created

PROVENANCE EVENTS
As a general rule, for each event, record when and where it took place, and any additional details about the
event

ACQUISITION
How the item came to be in your organization’s custody and the ownership status of the item



Cataloging Terminology 
RESTRICTIONS
The details of any access restrictions that apply to this item

RIGHTS
The details of any copyright or moral rights that apply to the item. For example, the name and contact details of the rights holder, the applicable 
copyright category and duration

NOTES
This field provides a means to document any relevant information which is about the record itself rather than the item being cataloged.

CATALOGER
The name of the cataloger and the date the record was modified



Cataloging Terminology 
LOANS
The details of any loan agreements pertaining to this item
CONDITION
A description of the condition of the item
CONDITION REPORT DATE
The date of assessment
RISK
The details of any risk assessments and what actions you might take to mitigate those risks
LOCATION
The details of where the item is located regularly and/
or its current location
SUPPLEMENTARY FILE
The details and location of any relevant support
documentation or supplementary files
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